
Introduction of Producer Price Indexes for
Major Industry Groups and Subgroups

Effective this month, BLS is publishing producer
price indexes for some 2-digit major industry groups
and some 3-digit industry subgroups within the Stan-
dard Industrial Classification (sic) system. These more
aggregate industry-based indexes, referred to below as
"higher level" indexes, join the indexes for more detail-
ed industries and products already being published
under the ongoing Producer Price Index Revision pro-
gram. (See Technical Notes.)

The availability of PPI'S for aggregated sic industry
groups greatly enhances comparisons with similarly
organized economic time series published by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics and other agencies. Examples of
such series include employment, average hourly earn-
ings, gross output (part of the National Income Ac-
counts), and corporate earnings. Because the new in-
dexes measure price changes for the net output of in-
dustries and industry groups, they are also useful for
measuring intersectoral transmission of inflation. At
present, there are no plans to calculate historical values
for these higher level Sic indexes.

By January 1986, when the conversion to the PPI
Revision program is scheduled to be completed, indexes
should be published for all but a few mining and
manufacturing industries, and for nearly all higher level
aggregations as well. For the time being, gaps in
coverage will preclude publication of some higher level
sic indexes/The primary criterion for determining
publication is that at least 75 percent of the net output
of their component industries be represented by publish-
ed indexes. In addition, a higher level index will not be
published if it has only one component industry.

The new higher level indexes are included in table 4,
"Producer price indexes for the net output of industries
and their products," of this report. Furthermore, the
2-digit sic indexes (and eventually those for the total
mining sector and the total manufacturing sector) ap-
pear in a new table, table 14, "Producer price indexes
for the net output of major mining and manufacturing
industry groups." This table summarizes the vast quan-
tity of industrial price data now gathered under the
revised PPI methodology.

The net output aggregation concept is a crucial
feature of all industry indexes under the revised PPI
methodology. Briefly, net output weighting excludes the
values of commodities consumed within the same in-

dustry or industry groups in which they are produced.
By using shipments data from a detailed input-output
table, the net output ratios for each industry and higher
level group may be developed. This ratio expresses the
percentage of an industry's gross output shipped outside
the industry. It is important to remember that the term
"net" depends on the context, i.e., level of aggregation.
In general, the net output of an industry group will be
less than the sum of the net outputs of the component
industries because there are usually significant
shipments between industries in the same industry
group. For example, the net output of sic 3714 (the
motor vehicle parts industry) includes sales to both
original equipment manufacturers (OEM) and replace-
ment buyers. Calculation of the net output price index
for sic 371 (the motor vehicles and equipment industry)
would exclude the OEM shipments portion of sic 3714.
The same principle applies in the calculation of the
2-digit industry group indexes and those for all mining
and all manufacturing.

The distinction between sic-defined indexes from the
PPIR and traditional PPI commodity grouping indexes is
important because they are constructed differently and
are intended for different applications. Thus, two in-
dexes with similar titles calculated under different
methodologies are likely to move somewhat differently,
even though they are derived from essentially the same
detailed commodity price quotes. In the traditional PPI
system, detailed commodity indexes are weighted
together to form higher level indexes using 1972 values
of shipments irrespective of which industry produced
the commodity. Under the revised PPI methodology,
however, detailed indexes are aggregated using 1977
values of shipments from the specified industry only.
And, as emphasized earlier, the industry and industry
group indexes (2-, 3- and 4-digit sic codes) include
weights only for commodities that are shipped to other
sectors, i.e., net output weights.

Just as there are many sic-defined industries with
titles identical (or nearly so) to PPI commodity group-
ings, several higher-level sic indexes may be confused
with traditional PPI major commodity groups. For ex-
ample, sic industry group 23 (apparel and other
fabricated textile products) is very similar to PPI
subgroup 03-8, which bears the same title. To mitigate
this problem, it will be standard practice to refer to sic-
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defined indexes from the PPIR in the following manner groups having the same titles, such as commodity code
(using sic 28 as an example): "The Producer Price In- 06: "The Producer Price Index for chemicals and allied
dex for the chemicals and allied products industry." products." Citing the appropriate PPI or sic code
This phrasing (using the key word*'industry") will dif- numbers will help avoid confusion as well,
ferentiate sic-defined indexes from PPI commodity
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